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OUTLINE OF AN ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF STRUCTURED OBJECTS 

ABSTRACT - An algebraic approach to data structures is pre
sented which is somewhat related to the ideas of the Vienna 
method. After having introduced and investigated the basic 
operations of object space and their algebraic properties, 
continuous mappings are considered, thus getting the basis 
for solving fixpoint equations. Several interesting sub
structures of an object space are looked at: submonoids are 
associated whith data types; finite objects (corresponding 
to finite trees) as well as rational objects (corresponding 
to finite graphs) form subspaces. The rational objects are 
uniquely characterized as solutions of rational systems of 
equations which are particularly s~gnificant for the seman
tics of data type declarations. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

The algebraic theory outlined here is an attempt to get a 
systematic and rigorous frarnework for dealing with data struc
tures, especially its sernantics. The present concept is ~n
spired by the ideas of the Vienna method (Lucas, Lauer and 
Stigleitner l97o, Wegner 1972) insomuch as the fundamental 
notion is that of a tree, represented by the set of words S* 
over a finite alphabet S of selectors. The main differences, 
however, are that our trees may be infinite, and elementary 
data are attached to all nodes, not only to the leaves. 
Additionally, a monoid structure is assumed on the elementary 
objects which carries over to arbitrary objects. Besides 
monoid addition, two binary operations called selection and 
construction effect an algebraic structure on the set of 
objects which has several nice properties. For instance, both 
selection and construction are distributive over addition. 
One further operation, called amputation, is defined in terms 
of the former. The ternary ~-operation of the VDL is intro
duced involving amputation, construction, and addition.Several 
algebraic properties and relations of these operations are 
investigated in section 2. 

In section 3, we consider continuous mappings on objects. 
Assuming that the monoid E of elementary objects ~s a cornplete 
partial ordering and that addition is continuous in E, we 
show the continuity of addition, selection, and construction 
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with regard to all structured objects. Objects and sets of 
objects (e.g.responses to retrieval queries or data types) may 
often be characterized as solutions of fixpoint equations which 
are thus solvable by the fixpoint theorem (cf. Loeckx 1974). 
It is shown that a countable sum of continuous mappings is 
again continuous. 

Vienna objects mcwbe viewed as classes 6f our objects 
differing only at their inner nodes. It is shown in section 4 
that this relation is a congruence. This means that Vienna 
objects, carrying information only on the leaves, may be 
suitably modelled by a quotient structure of the object space, 
retaining the algebraic structure. 

The object space has several interesting substructures: 
submonoids are subsets closed with respect to addition, and 
subspaces are submonoids closed additionally with respect to 
both selection and construction. In section 5, the subspace 
of finite objects (Corresponding to finite trees) is investi
gated briefly. Then, submonoids are considered; they are 
characterized completely by the submonoids of E in a form 
that suggests to interpret them as data types. By this associa
tion, the relation between a data type and its instances is 
made precise. 

Finally, in section 6, the pratically most interesting 
subspace of rational objects is considered. These correspond 
in some sense to finite graphs and thus describe the class of 
objects conveniently representable by finite means. We show 
that rational objects can uniquely be described as solutions 
of rational systems of equations (RSEs). Tagether with the 
submonoid considerations of section 5, RSEs represent a tool 
for declaring rational object types, thus providing some 
insight in thesemantics of recursive type declarations (e.g. 
the so-called infinite modes in ALGOL 68 (van Wijngaarden 
et al. 1975; Heilbrunner 1973) 

2. THE OBJECT SPACE 

Let (E,+,O) be a monoid, and let S={s
1

, .. ,,sn} be a finite 

set. The elements of S will be called selectors. The set of 
words over S is as usually denoted by s*, and the empty ward 
is written s. The carrier set of our object space is defined 
as follows. 

Definition 2.1: The set of objects is ID := E 
s ... 

Subsequently, we will adopt the interpretation that E and 
S represent elementary units of information and access paths, 
respectively. Objects, then, are models of information 
structures, selecting pieces of information when following 
access paths. 
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Other interpretations are possible: if we consider S and E 
as sets of input resp. output symbols, we get a general notion 
of automata with starting state: every input string is answered 
by an output symbol. Furthermore, flow diagrams may be viewed 
as special objects, if E is a set of elementary Statements and 
predicates, and s* describes the control structure. Finally, 
formal languages over the alphabet S can be identified with 
objects over E={o, 1}. 

Objects will be represented graphically by (infinite) rooted 
trees with node marks from E and edge marks from S: 

We omit subtrees all of whose nodes are marked with 0. If 
subtrees repeat periodically, we represent this graphically 
by loops: 

represents 
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The concept of an infinite tree has been introduced into the 
computing literature by Rabin (1969), andinfinite trees have 
been considered recently by several authors, e.g. Engelfriet 
(1972), Goguen and Thatcher (1974), and Nivat (1973). The 
approach taken here is, however, slightly different. 

An object edD is elementary iff, for each selector word 

XES+, we have e(x)=O, and it is the null object 080 iff 
O(x)=O for each word XES.,... The set of elementary objects will 
be denoted by E, and we will use the notation A:= ])-JE for 
the set of non-elementary or composite objects. There is an 
obvious one-to-one correspondence between E and JE, and we will 
make no notational difference between node marks and elementary 
objects, i.e. we identify E with JE. 

The characteristic set of an object aEID ~s 

X(a):={xES* ! a(x)f 0}. 

Obviously, an object e is elementary iff x(e) c {d, and it is 
the null object iff x(e)=0. 

We now introduce the basic operations of our object space: 
addition, selection, and construction. Unless otherwise speci
fied, in the sequel index i ranges over an index set IclN. 

Definition 2.2: V a.,adD 
~ 

1. addition : 

2. selection : 

3. construction: 

V x,y,z,ES* 

[ta.J (y) :=Z a. (y) 
~ ~ 

[aox)(y):= a(xy) 

[xxa] ( ) :={ a(z) if :;'=xz 
Y o otherw~se 

Addition is nothing else but the usual addition of functions. 
Intuitively this means merging the trees of a and b and adding 
the corresponding node marks. Of course, QD, +,0) is a monoid. 
Infinite sums make sense if they make sense in (E,+,O). 

Selection and construction may be illustrated graphically 
as follows: 

a 

Selection: ·~ 
a' 

0 X = 

6 
Construction: 

a 

l X X 6 
The construction operation implies that all marks of the new 
nodes on path x are zero. 
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Definition 2.3: An object space is any subset RciD satisfying 
R+RcR, RoScR, and SxRcR.· 

The following theorem states a number of basic rules for 
algebraic manipulations in an object space. The proofs are 
rather simple, so they are left to the reader. 

Theorem 2.4: V a.,a,b,dD Vx,y,ES* 
~ 

l. aoE=a 2. (acx)oy= a,•xy 

3. Exa=a 4. xx(yxa)= xyxa 

5. (l:a.)cx l: (a. c x) 
~ ~ 

6. xx(l:a.) l: (xxa.) 
~ ~ 

7. xxo = 0 

8. xxa xxb => a = b 

9. X 1 EAa 1 0 => xxaE A 

{ 

ac z if y=xz 
1o. (xxa)oy = zxa if .x=yz 

0 otherw~se 

I I. x(a)n x(b) = 0 => a+b = b+a 

12. x(l:a.) c Uxca.) 
l . ~ 

13. x(aox) ax(x(a)) 

14. xcx~a) xx(a) 

15. a = a(E) + l:sx(aos) 
SES 

16. a =l: xxa(x) 
xq (a) 

In 12., equality holds if (E,+,O), has "no zero sums", i.e. 
l:e.=O implies e.=O for all iEI, or if the characteristic 

~ ~ 

sets x(a.) are pairwise disjoint. in 13, by 3 we mean the 
~ X 

derivative of a ward set with respect to a word, l.e. a (X)= 
X 

{y I 3 zEX : z=xy}. In 15 and 16, the order of summation is 
immaterial because of rule 11. 

Now we introduce another operation, called amputation, 
which intuitively describes the clipping of subtrees. This 
operation can be defined in terms of addition and construction 
as follows. 
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Definition 2.5: Let aOD and XES*. The operation 

a/x : Z zxa(z) , where Z 
ZE:Z 

~s called the amputation of a by x. 

x(a) - xs* 

The sum may be infinite. This makes sense even if infinite 
sums in E do not, since in each component z only one term is 
different from zero. 

Example: Let e,f# 0 

= 

We see immediately that amputation satisfies the following 
simple rules for all a,b OD and all x,y ES*: 

I. 0/x 0 
2. a/E 0 
3. a<>x 0 => a/x = a 
4. a = a/x + xx(aox) 
s. (Za.) /x = Za./x 

~ ~ 

6. x(a/x) = X (a) - X s* 

7. [a/x] (y) {0 if y=xz, ZES* 
= a(y) otherwise 

Furthermore, the following relations hold true: 

Theorem 2.6: ~aE ID ~x,y,ES* 

I. a/xy = a/x + xx (aox/y) 
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2. (a/x)oy= 
{ 

0 if y=xz, zsS* 
aoy/z if x=yz, zsS* 

aoy otherwise 
xx(a/z)if y=xz, zsS* 

3. (xxa)/y= { 0 if x=yz, zsS* 
xxa otherwise 

Proof: I. Let b:=a/x+xx(aox/y). Then, 

b = Z zx~(z) + x x l:zxa(xz) , 
ZEZ zEY 

Where z = x(a) - xs* 
= a Cx(a)) - y s*. 

and Y X (a, x) - y s* 

X 

Now we have 

b l: zxa(z) + l: xzxa(xz) 
ZEZ 

= Z zxa(z) 
ZEZ 1 

ZEY 

where Z' = Z u xY X (a) - xy s* • This impl ies b=a/xy 

2. Let b:=(a/x)oy and W:=x(a/x). Then, 

b = ( Z wxa(w) )oy 
WEW 

= l: (wxa(w))oy 
WEW 

In all non-zero terms of this sum, y ~s a prefix of w. Let 
w=yv , vES*. Then, 

b = Z vxa(yv) = l: vx[aoy] (v) 
VEV VEV 

where V=a (W)=a Cx (a)) -a (x s*) . If 
y y y 

V=0, and thus b=O. If x=yz , we have V= 

y=xz , we get 

x(aoy) - a (yz S*) 
y 

=x(aoy/z), yielding h=aoy/z. In all other cases we have 
V=a (x(a)) and thus b= aoy, 

y 
3. Let b:=(xxa)/y and W = x(xxa) - yS*. Then, 

b = Z wx [ xx a J ( w) 
WEW 

Since xisaprefix of all selector words, we may write 

b = Z xvx[xxa] (xv) 
VEV 

xxz vxa(v) 
VEV 
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where V= a (W) = x(a) - a (yS*). If y=xz, we have 
X X 

V= x(a) - zS*, and thus b=xx(a/z). If x=yz, we get V=~, 
implying b=O. In all other cases, we have V= x(a) and get 
b = xxa, 

Corollary 2.7: a/xy/x = a/x/xy = a/x 

Proof: Since (a/x)ox = 0, we have a/x/x = a/x. Now, 
a/Xy/x = a/x/x + (xx(aox/y))/x = a/x, and a/x/xy 
a/x/x + xx((a/x)ax/y) a/x. 

Corollary 2.8: a/x/y a/y/x 

Proof: If xisaprefix of y or vice versa, corollary 2.7 
applies. Otherwise we conclude: a = a/x + xx(aox)=> a/y = 
a/x/y + (xx(aox))/y. The last term is zero, so we go on: 
a/y/x = a/x/y/x. Since (a/x/y)ox = (a/x)ox = 0, we see that 
a/x/y/x = a/x/y. 
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Another useful operator is the w-operator which is funda
mental in the VDL (Lucas, Lauerand Stigleitner 197o, Wegner 
1972) and is also used by Rosen (1973). Defining it as a basic 
operation, however, does not seem to be very advantageous, be
cause it has three argum~nts. Therefore one cannot expect a 
priori that it has any desirable algebraic properties. Intuiti
vely, the w-operator replaces a subtree by another one. Within 
our framework it can be defined as follows. 

Definition 2.9: Va,b80 VxES* : w(a,x,b) := a/x + xxb 

As special cases we have a/x = w(a,x,O) = w(a,x,b)/x, 
xxa=w(O,x,a), and b = w(a,E,b). We see immediately that 
the characteristic set lS 

x(w(a,x,b)) = Cx(a) - xS*)uxx(b). 

Furthermore, the following rules for the w-operation can 
be proven by Straightforward application of theorems 2.4/6 and 
corollaries 2.7/8. 

Theorem 2.9: Va,b,c80 Vx,y ES* 

I • 

2. 

3. 

w(a,x,b)ay ={~c~ay,z,b) 
acy 

xxw(a,y,b) = w(xxa,xy,b) 

{

w(a,x,b/z) 
w(a,x,b)/y = a/y 

w(a/y,x,b) 

if y=xz 
if x=yz 
otherwise 

if y=xz 
if x=yz 
otherwise 

{ 

w(a,x,w(b,z,c)) if y=xz 
4. w(w(a,x,b),y,c) = w(a,y,c) if x=yz 

w(w(a,y,c),x,b) otherwise 
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5. w(a,xy,b) = w(a,x,w(aox,y,b)) 
6. w(a+b,x,c)= w(a,x,O) + w(b,x,c) 
7. w(a,x,b+c)= w(a,x,b) + w(O,x,c) 

3. CONTINUITY 

Consider the equation uox= b, where u is an unknow object, 
and xES* as well as b80 are given. This equation corresponds 
to a cornmon query type in information retrieval, where all 
objects with "property (x,b)" are being sought, i.e. all 
objects that have "value" b under "attribute" x. 

We easily verify that, for each c80 , 

u = c/x + xxb = w(c,x,b) 

is a solution of our equation. One the other hand, each solu
tion can be expressed this way, since if a is a solution, we 
have a = a/x + xxb. 

A more sophisticated query type ~s of the form 
uox=uoy ' 

i.e. "find all objects with equal values under selectors x 
and y". By the above reasoning, we get 

u = c/x + xx(uoy) , cEID. 
This is, however, not an explicit solution, but a fixpoint 
equation. In order to solve such equations by application of 
the fixpoint theorem, we must introduce a cornplete partial 
ordering (CPO) on ID and the notion of continuity, such that 
the algebraic operations are continuous functions. 

Let us assume that a CPO ~ on E is given, such that O~e 
for all eEE. Cornpleteness rneans that each chain e 1 ~e 2~ ... 
over E has a least upper bound Ue. in E. This CPO is extended 

~ 

to ID in a natural way. 

Definition 3.1: Va,bdD a~b : <=> VxsS* a(x)~(x) 

Obviously, ·~ is a CPO on ID, and O~a holds true for 
each object aclD. If XES*, the x-cornponent of the lirnit 
of a chain Ua. is given by 

~ 

( Ua.) (x) = Ua. (x) 
~ ~ 

The next lernrna follows irnrnediately frorn the definitions. 

Lemma 3.2: Va,bEID 

I. a~ <=> VxsS* a~~ox 
2. VxES* (a~ <=> xxa~xxb) 
3. a~ => x(a) c x(b) 
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Defirti ti on 3. 3: A mapping ~ : Il - Il is called continuous 
iff, for eaeh chain a 1 ~a 2~ ••• over Il, we have 

We remark that every continuous mapping ~ is monotonaus: 
a~b implies ~(a)~ ~ (b). 
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Theorem 3.4: Selection and construction by fixed selector words 
are continuous mappings on Il. Addition of a fixed object is 
continuous on D iff it is continuous on E. 

Proof: Let a 1 ~a2~ •.. be a chain over Il, and let XES*. 

I. Selection: VyES*: 

[UCa.o x)] (y) 
]_ 

U [a.o x] (y) 
]_ 

Ua.(xy) 
]_ 

[U a.] (xy) 
]_ 

"' [CUa.)ox] (y) 
]_ 

2. Construction: VyES*: 
Case 1: if xisnot aprefix of y, we have 

[ U (xxa.)] (y) 
]_ 

U[xxa.J (y) = 0 
]_ 

[xx U a.] (y) 
]_ 

Case 2: if y=xz, we conclude 

[ UCxxa.)] (y) =U[xxa.] (y) = Ua. (z) 
]_ ]_ ]_ 

[Ua.J (z) 
]_ 

[ xx U a. J (y) 
]_ 

3. Addition: The only-if part is trivial. Let + be continuous 
on E , and 1 e t b Eil. 

[CUa.)+b] (x) = [Ua.J (x) + b(x) 
]_ ]_ 

=Ua.(x) + b(x) 
]_ 

= Uca. (x)+b(x)) 
]_ 

= U[a. +b] (x) 
]_ 

=[U (a.+b)] (x) 
]_ 
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Thus, (Ua.) +b = U (a. +b). In the same way we show that 
~ ~ 

b+ U a. = lJ(b+a.) which completes the proof. 
~ ~ 

This theorem shows that we only have to assume continuity 
of addition in E in order to make shure that the algebraic 
operations on TI are continuous. This will be taken for granted 
in the sequel. Continuity of addition implies several inter
reiations between partial ordering and addition, the most 
important of which are shown in the next lemma. 

Lemma 3. 5: Va, b, c, d, dJ 

]. a :s; c A b :s; d => a + b :s; c + d 
2. a :::; a + b b :::; a + b 
3. a + b = 0 => a = b = 0 

~ .e. TI has no zero sums. 

Proof: I. a :s;c => a+b :s; c+b, and b :o; d => c+b :s; c+d 
2. 0 :s;b => a=a+O :s; a+b , similar: b=O+b :s; a+b 
3. a:s;a+b = 0 => a=O. Similarly with b. 

A remarkable fact is that countable sums of continuous 
functions are again continuous. In order to prove this, we 
need the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.6: Let {aik I i,kd!} be a set of objects such that 

(i)aik:::; ai(k+l) and (ii) aik:::; a(i+I)k 

for all i,kEN. Then, 

uu u u 
~ k k ~ 

Proof: Let aik and ak:= \) aik' Obviously, we have 
~ 

for i :o; J• Let a*:=lJa. and a*:= Uak. 
~ 

a. :s; a. and 
~ J 

For all i,k,EN, we have aik :s; ak :s; a* => ai :o; a*=> a*:o;a* 

Similarly, the converse realtion a* :o; a* is proven. 

Let (~ 1 .~ 2 , ... ) be a sequence of functions from TI 
into D such that ~- (a) :s; ~- 1 (a) for all iEN and all . ~ u ~+ aED. The we def~ne ~:= ~- to be the function mapping 

~ 

object adJ onto ~(a):= U~.(a). 
~ 

each 

Theorem 3.1: Let ~I' ~ 2 , ... be a sequence of continuous 
functions with the above property. Then, ~= U~. is continuous. 

~ 

Proof: Let a 1 :s; a 2 :s; . . . be a chain over TI. Since a 11 ~ i 
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are continuous, we have for all i,kdN 

By lennna 3. 6' we conclude 

~ ( l( ak) Y~i(~ak)= r~~i(ak) 
\! y ~i (~) 

= u ~ (~) k 

Corollary 3.8: A countable sum of continuous mappings lS 

continuous. 
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Now we are in a position to solve fixpoint equations. We 
start with our introductory example uox = uoy , and then give 
one further example. 

Example 3.9: Equation uax = uoy leads to 

u c/x + xx(uoy), cED. 

By the fixpoint theorem, we get 

u = 0 
0 

u = 
1 

c/x 

u = 
2 

c/x + xx ( (c/x) oy) 

We consider only the case that neither x lS a prefix of y nor 
vice versa. Then we can simplify 

u = 2 
c/x + xx (coy) 

u = 
3 

c/x 

c/x 

+ 

+ 

xx((c/x + xx(coy))oy) 

xx((c/x)oy + (xx(ccy))oy) 

c/x + xx(ccy) 

Since u
3

=u
2

, we have u
2

=u
3
=u

4 
.... Thus, the minimal fixpoint 

is 

u =Uu. 
l 

c/x + xx(coy) 

Example 3. 1o: u = u + sxu + txe + f 

u 0 
0 

u = txe + f 
1 

).l(c,x,coy) 

u
2

= txe + f + stxe + sxf + txe + [ 
stxe + sxf + tx(e+e) + f+f 

u
3

= sstxe + ssxf + stx(e+e+e) + sx(f+f+f) 
+ tx(e+e+e) + f+f+f 
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0() 

The solution ~s u = Z 
~=o 

~ 
s txe + 

~ -
s xf , where e= 

~=o ~=o 

and f=Zf . This solution can be represented graphically 
~=o 

as follows. 

s 

e 

There ~s another equation having the same minimal fixpoint, 
namely - -

u = sxu + txe + f 

Equations and systems of equations of this latter type will be 
considered in greater depth in section 6. 

4. VIENNA OBJECTS 

Vienna objects differ from our objects rnainly with 
respect to the association of information to the nodes of the 
tree: only leaves are allowed to carry elernentary data, inner 
nodes are not. In fact, Vienna objects are restricted to fi
nite trees. We want to give up this restriction here and 
consider "generalized" Vienna objects. They are introduced 
as a quotient space of an object space with respect to a 
congruence relation to be defined below. 

To begirr with, we define a set of selector words associa
ted with an object which can be understood to represent the 
leaves. 

Definition 4.1: Let adD. The crown of a ~s 

n(a) : = {xc:x (a) aoxc:E - {0}} 

Obviously, no xsn(a) is prefix of any other word from n(a), 
save x itself. Let max be an operator operating on subsets of 
s* by removing all prefixes of other words, forrnally 

rnax T:= {xsT I V yss* : xysT => y=s} 

for TcS*. Then we have 

n (a) = ~ X (a) 

Lemma 4.2: Va. ,bSD VxsS*: 
~ 

I. n(Za.) 
~ 

2. T) (aox) 

3. n(x~a) 

= rnaxUn(a.), provided that TI has no zero surns -- ~ 

Cl (n(a)) 
X 

xn(a) 
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Proof: 2 and 3 arerather trivial. We only prove 1: 

XE n(l:a.) <=> (l:a.)oxsE- {O}<=> Vi:a.oxsE ~ 3j :a.<>xiO <=> 
- ~ ~ ~ J 

3 j: XEn(a.) A VyES* Vi: (yh => xyt n(a.)) <=> XE maxUn(a.) o 
J ~ -- ~ 

We now introduce the congruence relation ~ on D which 
will be used subsequently to define the generalized Vienna 
objects. 

Definition 4.3: Va,bED : a~b: <=>VxE n(a)un(b): aox =box 

Intuitively, two objects are congruent iff they coincide 
on their crowns. This will be made clearer ~n the sequel. 

Lemma 4o4: Va,bED : a~b => n(a) = n(b) 

Proof: xsn(a) => aoxc:E-{0}. a~b => aox=boxSE-{0}=> 
n(a)cn(b). In the same way the converse inclusion ~s proven. 

It is obvious that ~ is an equivalence relation. Each 
equivalence class has a particular representative: let aED 
be an object and [a] be its equivalence class; now restriet 
the partial ordering ~ on D to [a]. 

Theorem 4.5: Let aED. The partal ordering C[a] .~) has a 
minimal element a . given by 

m~n 

a . = l: xxa(x) 
m~n xs n (a) 

Proof: By definition 4.3 it is clear that a . ~a. Let bED 
mln 

be an arbitrary object with b~a, and let xc:S*o Then, if 
xsn(a)=n(a . )=n(b), we have a , (x) = b(x). If xin(a), 

m~n m~n 

we have a o (x)=O~b(x). Thus, by definitidn 3. I we have 
m~n 

a 0 ~b. 
m~n 

Corollary 4.6: VadD JJ(a) = n x(b) 
b~a 

The mapp~ng a ~ a.o on Dis compatible with selection mln 
and construction ln the following sense. 

Theorem 4.7: VaED VxsS*: 

I. (aox), 
m~n 

2. (xxa) 0 

m~n 
xxa . 

m~n 
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Proof: (aox) . 
m~n 

yb (n(a)) yx[aox] (y) 
X 

[ Z zxa(z)]ox zEn (a) 

a . o x 
m~n 

2. (xxa) . 
m~n 

Z ( ) yx [xxa] (y) yExn a 

L: ( ) xzx [xxa] (xz) zEn a 

xx Z zxa(z) ; xxa . 
zEn(a) mln 

Unfortunately, there is no similar compatibility with 
addition nor amputation. The next theorem shows that ~ is a 
congruence. 

Theorem 4.8: Va. ,b. ,a,b8D 
l l 

I. (Vi: a.~b.) 
~ ~ 

;> L: a. ~Zb. , provided tha t D 
~ ~ has no zero sums 

2. a~b <;> (VxES*: au~bcx) 

3. V~ES*: (a~b <;> xxa~xxb) 

Proof: I. By lemma 4.4, we have n(a.); n(b.) for all i. 
~ ~ 

Thus, by lemma 4.2. 1, we have n(Za.) ; n(Zb.). Let X be this 
~ ~ 

set, and let xEX, say xEn (a.) (; n(b.)). Then, xyin (a.) 
J J ~ 

for all i and all y!E, and a.oxEE for all i. The same holds 
~ 

true for the b .. Thus, a.ox;b.ox for all i, and we conclude 
~ ~ ~ 

(Za.)ox; L:(a.ox); L:(b.ox); (L:b.)ox. The proofs of 2 and 3 are 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

rather obvious. They are omitted here. 

This theorem shows that ~ is a congruence relation if E 
has no zero sums. Assuming this, the set D/~, whose elements 
will be called (generalized) Vienna objects, bears the same 
algebraic structure as D, at least as far as the operations 
+,o,x are concerned. The amputation operation, however, makes 
some difficulties, because in general the implication a~b ;> 
a/~b/x is not true. The reason is that the definition of 
amputation depends on the characteristic set, and this concept 
is meaningless for Vienna objects (as defined here). If, howe
ver amputation of the latter is redefined using the crown 
n (a), 
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a/x := ~X xxa(x) 
XE'-

X := n(a) - xs*, 

then all relationships and rules from section 2 carry over to 
Vienna objects. Especially, the ~-operator then allows the 
usual interpretation of the VDL. Also, nearly all discussions 
of the remaining sections carry over to Vienna objects with 
only slight modifications. 

5. SUBSTRUCTURES AND TYPES 

In this section, several important substructures of the 
object space D will be considered, subspaces as well as 
submonoids. By a submonoid is meant a subset of D closed 
with respect to addition. A subspace is a submonoid closed 
additionally with respect to selection and construction, i.e. 
a subset of D which is an object space. 

Definition 5.1: The set of 

I. finite objects is Df:= {aED I lx(a) I< oo} 

2. rational objects is Dr:= {aEDJI{aoxlxES*}i<oo} 

Obviously, these sets form subspaces, and we have 

Df ~ Di ~ D . 

Rational objects are of considerable practical interest, 
since they represent in some sense the objects that are 
representable by finite graphs. We will consider them in grea
ter depth in the next section. 

Finite objects are representable by finite trees and there
fore are especially convenient to describe and manipulate. 
This is manifested by their widespread use in data description 
and manipulation devices. It is easy to see that Df deter-

mines the smallest subspace of D which makes full use of E, 
i.e. the only subspaces contained in Df are the finite objects 
over submonoids of E. The set of finite objects can be 
generated by the finite algebraic expressions built by ele
mentary objects, selector words, and the operations +,o,x. 

We next show that D itself is the smallest subspace 
(over E) which is a complete partial ordering, provided that 
E is one. For each subset CcD, let C00 be the closure of 
C with respect to limits of chains over C. Of course, n= =n. 
Theorem 5.2: D~ = n; = D . 

Proof: We need only show that n; =n. Let aED. By theorem 
2. 4. 16, we have 
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a = l: ( ) xxa(x) XEX a 

We order x(a) somehow, e.g. lexicographically, getting 
x(a)= {x

1
,x

2
,x

3
, ••• }. If x(a) is finite, nothing has tobe 

shown. Otherwise, let 

Then, by lemma 

and Ua.=a. 
~ 

a ·= . . 
~ 

3.5.2, a chain over Df, 

The possible submonoids of D can be characterized by the 
submonoids of E. Let X c s*, and for each XEX let E be some 

X 

submonoid of E. Then, 

M:= { a= L: xxe I e EE } XEX X X X 

is a submonoid of D. We represent M formally by 

M = L:X xxE . XE X 

If aEM, we have clearly X (a) c X. 

Theorem 5. 3: Each submonoid M c D is contained in a submonoid 
of the form (*) for a suitable set X c s* and suitable submono
ids E c E. 

X 

Proof: Let M be any submonoid of D, and let X:= lJM x(a). - aE 
Foreach XEX, let E := {a(x) I aEM}. Clearly, each E ~s 

X X 

a submonoid of E. If aEM, we have by theorem 2.4. 16 

a= L:( ) xxe , e EE . XEX a X X X 

extend the sum by some 

e EE . 
X X 

Since OEE for all xEX, we may 
X 

zero terms, getting a = L: xxe , XEX X 

Let t be the set of submonoids of E. In view of theorem 
2.4. 16, any formal algebraic expression over r ,s and the 
Operations +,o,x uniquely specifies a submonoid of D. These 
circumstances can be exploited to characterize data types 
and their descriptions. We suggest to define a data types as 
a submonoid of D, and its description to be a suitable formal 
expression involving ~, resp. its graphical representation. 
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Example 5.4: 

I. Type: some instances: 0 

2. Type: some instances: 0 

6. RATIONAL OBJECTS 

Rational objects are of particular interest because they 
correspond to finite graphs and are thus immediately repre
sentable by finite means. We will characterize them as solu
tions of certain systems of equations which therefore are 
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called rational. These systems provide a suitable basis 
to understand the semantics of type declarations. 

To begin with, we give a necessary condition for an object 
to be rational. 

Lemma 6.1: If aED ~s rational, its characteristic set x(a) 
is regular. 

Proof: Since {acx I xsS*} is finite, there is only a finite 
number of derivatives o Cx(a)), where x ranges over s*. 

X 

Let U = {u
1

,u
2

, ... ,um} be a finite ordered set of symbols 

not in E, the "unknows", and le t V: =U u E. 

Definition 6.2: A system of equations of the form 

n 

ui = k~l skxvik + ei ' i=J, ... ,m, 

where u.sU, v.ksV, and e.sE for all i=l, ... ,m and all 
~ ~ ~ 

k=l, ... ,n is called rational (or briefly an RSE). 

An object a
1 

is a solution of an RSE if there are objects 

a
2

, ... ,am suchthat all equations become identities when 

substituting a. for u. , i=l, ... ,m. 
~ ~ 

Example 6.3: u
1 

+ e 

+ 

~s an RSE. Its graphical solution is as follows: 
al 

That this is a solution is easily verified, since a
1
o s 1= a

1
, 

a{s
2 

= a
2

, a 1(s) = e, etc. 

The following lemma provides the basis for the solution 
of an RSE. We will make use of the shortcut notation 

Xxa : = LX xxa , 
XE 
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which is rneaningful if X is an independent set, i.e. no ward 
in Xis prefix of any other ward in X (cf. Thrn. 2.4. II). 

Lemma 6.4: Let ReS* be a regular independent set R#{d. 

Let bED be such that RS*nx(b)=~. Then the equation 

u = Rxu + b 

has the unique solution 

a = R*xb ". 

This solution ~s rational if b is rational. 

Proof: We verify the solution by substitution: 

RX(R*xb) + b = R+xb + b = R*xb. 

The first equality holds because R is independent, and the 
second one uses the assurnption RS*nx(b) = ~. frorn which 
cornrnutativity of addition follows. 

To show uniqueness, let xeS*, and let u be any solution. 

I. If xeRS*, we have x=ry for sorne reR and sorne yeS*; 

thus we get 
u(x) = (Rxu)(x) + b(x) = u(y) 

+ This irnplies: if x=zy for sorne zeR and sorne yiRS*, 

we have u(x) = u(y). 

2. "If xiRS*, we get 

u(x) = (Rxu) (x) + b(x) = b(x) 

In each case, u(x) is deterrnined uniquely by R and b. 

In order to show that the solution is rational if b ~s 

we observe that, for any yeS*, we have 

uoy = a (R)xu + boy 
y 

Since R is regular and b is rational, we have only a 

finite nurnber of different derivatives of R resp. objects 
boy. Thus, the nurober of objects uoy is finite. 

This lernrna can be applied for the stepwise solution of an 
RSE. We revert to example 6.3 The second equation is solved 
by 

Substituting this 

u
1 

= s
1
xu

1 
+ 

for u2 in the first equation, we get 

* * f s
2

s
3

s
1
xe + s

2
s

3
x + e . 
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The solution is 

a = s*x(s s*s xe + s s*xf + e) 
I I 231 23 

(s~s 2 s~s 1 v s7)xe + s~s 2 s~xf 

Theorem 6.5: Each RSE has a unique rational solution. 
Conversely, each rational object is the solution of some RSE. 

Proof: We apply lemma 6.4 to eliminate succesively u ,u 
1

, 
· m m-

• .. ,u2 . After having eliminated u. 1, let the equations have 
the following form: J+ 

p 

ui = ~j pikxuk + hfl Qih xeh ' i=l, ... ,j ' 

where Pik'Qih are regular sets, and e 1, ... ,ep are the elemen

tary objects occuring as coefficients in the RSE. Eliminating 
u. yields the following equations: 

J 

p 

ui = k~j (PikuPi/j/jk)xuk + hfl (QihuPi/jjQjh)xeh ' 

i=l, ... ,j-1. It is not difficult to see that the following 
properties of the coefficient sets remain invariant by this 
elimination step: 

I. All pik'Qih are regular 

2. Vi,k : Et pik 
3. Vi : y pik ~s independent 

4. Vi,k,h : P iks*n Qih=i,il 

These properties guarantee that the assumptions of lernrna 6.4 
are satisfied at each elimination step. 

The converse statement of the theorem is rather evident: 
given an object ain , we can construct an RSE whose solution 

r 

is a by repeated application of theorern 2.4. 15. 

From this theorem we see that RSEs are a suitable means 
for specifying rational objects. Tagether with the subrnonoid 
considerations of the last section, we arrive at a tool for 
declaring rational object types, providing some insight in 
the semantics of recursive data type declarations, e.g. the 
socalled "infinite modes" in ALGOL 68 (Heilbrunner 1973). 
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Example 6.6: The mode declaration 

mode u 

mode v 

= struct (bool r,ref ~ s, ref ~ t) 

struct (ref ~ s, in·t t) 

~s represented by the RSE 

u rxbool + sxu + txv 

v sxu + txint 

whose solution ~s 

a = (svts)*rxbool + (svts)*ttxint , 

shown graphically by the following diagram. 

The set of instances of this type ~s deterrnined by the 
corresponding submonoid of TI. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

529 

We have outlined an algebraic theory of structured ob
jects which seerns to be useful for the sernantic description 
of data structures. Referring to another possible inter
pretation rnentioned in section 2, narnely autornata, we rea
lize some interesting relationships to automata theory. For 
instance, rational objects correspond to finite autornata 
of Moore type. In this interpretation, RSEs refer to a very 
common representation of finite autornata, narnely flow tab
les. However, the operations on objects introduced here do 
not have any correspondence with know concepts in autornata 
theory. 

Nevertheless, sorne problems with data structures do have 
their autornata-theoretic counterparts. For exarnple, consider 
the problern of type equivalence: do different RSEs specify 
the same object (data type)? This is nothing else but the 
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equivalence problern of automata, and it may be solved by 
carrying over the relevant methods. 

Another important problern is that of type recognition: 
to wnich data type does a given instance of a data struc
ture belong? Provided that we can recognize the elementary 
types, we get from the instance a description of its type in 
terms of selector words associated with elementary types. 
Recognizing the type from a minimum of such information is 
somewhat similar to testing automata by minimal experiments. 

These remarks may suffice for showing that automata theory 
has some significance for data structures and that these 
relations should be subject to further studies. 
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